Tigers Bite Tech, Win Squash, 6-3, Season Slate: 4-4

An upset-minded Tech squash team that failed to do down highly favored Princeton University when they lost three 8-2 matches, to give Princeton a hard-fought 6-3 victory. This loss ended the season for the Buckets with a record of four wins and four losses.

John Malawski '84, Hugh Harrmann '84, and Bob Warshawer '54, were the Tech victors, playing tentative squash. Both Warshawer and Malawski were overwhelmed by their opponents in straight games, while Harrmann lost one game to tie the season.

The best match of the evening was played over an 18-17 for Roger Campbell, the first rated intercollegiate player. Buckels took the first and third games, but couldn't cope with Campbell's surprise shot-making ability in the final two games, and dropped a 3-9 decision.

Both Warshall '84 and Nelkin '84 went to five games, but neither could pull out much of an edge. Nelkin's loss was particularly heart-breaking as he led 14-10 before dropping the final games, only to drop the game 17-15.

Paul Goldich '46, Dick Lane '54, and Raphael Moroiles '84, failed to play up to their usual standards and were soundly beaten.

Buckets in Nationals
Tomorrow, Buckets will leave for Dartmouth College where they will participate in the 15th annual intercollegiate Squash Tournament. This annual event will see the Buckets compete against the best collegiate players in the United States and Canada. Of his performance against Campbell, Buckets must be executed a good chance to place high in the tournament.